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C-SIDE TABLE
The C-Side Table combines functionality and design. 
It is an indispensable element, especially in lounge 
and communication areas, and is a perfect comple-
ment to the furnishing of these areas. The side table 
can be used as a touch-down workstation or serve as 
a place for personal items. 

The minimalist C-Side Table is available in the 
height of 65 cm and has a high stability thanks to 
the compact design. The table top is rectangular and 
can be configured individually. The table legs and 
base are made of black powder-coated steel. The 
C-Side Table is flexible and easy to lift and move.

AESTHETIC & FUNCTIONAL

Design: Christian Horner
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C-SIDe TABLe
PRODUCT DeSCRIPTIOn

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

OVERVIEW & DIMENSIONS

Dimensions in mm

The distinctive powder-coated metal X-shaped frame always ensures stability, while the shapely tabletop provides ample space for all  
necessary work tools. Thanks to a wide range of timeless colour finishes, X-PReSS seemlessly blends into any interior design scheme. 

C-SIDE TABLE

Table top
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corners rounded: R 80 mm

Table top: 12 mm Fenix black or 13 mm compact board in melamine or veneer

Frame: matt black, steel, powder-coated

Base plate: matt black, steel, powder-coated
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maximum load: 10 kg
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C-SIDe TABLe
COLOURS & mATeRIALS

MELAMINE GROUP 1: Basic colours

mW  white mQ  office white mC  canvas mP  platinum mA  aluminium mS  slate

mB  basalt

COLOURS & MATERIALS

VENEER: Maple VENEER: OakVENEER: Beech

VENEER: BambooVENEER: Walnut

VENEER: Chestnut

BG  beech, grey eY  oak, silt eR  oak, amaretto eV  oak, volcano eG  oak greyAK  canad. maple

nB  walnut, umbra nA  wal., anthracitenR  walnut, siennanF  americ. walnut

KQ  chestnut greyKP  chestnut brownKD  chestnut natural

BJ  bamboo

FENIX

black
All veneers and varnished surfaces can also be selected in a matt version.


